
Commercial Security Solutions

Trespassing on commercial properties can be a gateway to 
vandalism, theft, and loitering. Have 24/7 eyes on your commercial 
space today.
Commercial properties can have a lot of foot traffic in and out of 
them, no matter how big or small the organization is. During the 
day there are employees, vendors, customers, guests, warehouse 
deliveries, and more. With all of this traffic during business hours, 
and not to mention outside of business hours, commercial office 
complexes have a high risk of trespassing, theft, and vandalism. 
Virtual Guarding helps keep your commercial space safe and 
secure for all.

Virtual Guarding offers 24/7 surveillance of your property 
by utilizing remote guard monitoring from a central security 
operations center. With our remote guarding services, your 
property receives a team of live virtual security guards that 
monitor your property without the physical security guard cost 
normally associated with hiring a security guard company. 
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Security Features

Schedule Your 
Demo Today!

Loitering
Keep a close watch 

on who enters & 
exits your property.

Break-In
Identify and 
stop forced 

entry before it 
occurs.

Vandalism
Keep potential 
damage away 

from your 
property.

Theft
Protect your 

business 
assets from 

theft.

Unwanted
Keep protected 
areas safe by 

keeping unwanted 
visitors away.

Unhealthy
Ensure anyone 

who enters does 
not pose a health 

threat.



Four Steps To Get The Security You Need 

How It Works
Reduced Operational Costs  •  Safer – No Physical Contact  •  24/7 Security Monitoring and Support 

•  Deter Crime and Trespassers Proactively  •  Immediate Response  •  Enhanced Security

Our Services

Step 1
Cameras Detect

Cameras stream within 
seconds using AI to 

detect potential threats.

Milliseconds

Step 2
Guards Analyze

Remote guards can respond 
to potential threats instantly 

using customized SOP’s.

5-20 Seconds

Step 3
Rapid Response

Remote guards engage 
potential criminals with 

two-way audio.

10-30 Seconds

Step 4
Escalate As Needed

On-site guards or 
law enforcement are 

dispatched.

Minutes

Remote Guarding
• Substitute Guard Anywhere
• Pro-Active Video Monitoring
• Event Alerting and Response
• Guest and Visitor Screening
• Direct Response Or Police 

Dispatch
• System Health Monitoring
• Door Ajar Monitoring
• Environmental Monitoring
• Reporting

Virtual Gatehouse
• Substitute Guard In Booth
• Pro-Active Video Monitoring
• Event Alerting and Response
• Guest and Visitor Screening
• Direct Response Or Police 

Dispatch
• System Health Monitoring
• License Plate Verification
• Reporting

Virtual Concierge
• Substitute Lobby Guard 

or Doorman
• Pro-Active Video 

Monitoring
• Event Alerting and 

Response
• Virtual Switchboard
• Guest and Visitor 

Screening
• Package Delivery
• Remote Entry

• Monitor People Leaving
• Property Issues 

Reporting
• Direct Response Or 

Police Dispatch
• System Health 

Monitoring
• Door Ajar Monitoring
• Environmental 

Monitoring
• Reporting
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Intelligent live video monitoring for commercial complexes.
Virtual Guarding provides 360 degrees of security monitoring for property security. We begin by establishing an invisible perimeter around 
your property with our high-definition security cameras, and then monitor those cameras live with our hybrid use of human intelligence and 
artificial intelligence. These virtual security guards are stationed at our Global Fusion Center to monitor your property 24/7.

Our hardware incorporates advanced features such as immediate live audio trespasser deterrents, remote door monitoring for unsecured 
entrances and exits. Our 4 step process, developed over years in the industry, enables our agents to respond up to 10x faster than 
traditional intrusion systems that may not even see incidents occurring until several minutes after they have already occurred.

With this as the new standard for property monitoring and security, are you protecting your property, staff, and commercial tenants 
effectively? Get a quote today and find out how Virtual Guarding can help.


